Imaging of Uranus in 2003 with the Keck 10-m telescope reveals banded zonal structure and dozens of discrete cloud features at J and H bands; several features are also detectable at K'. By tracking features over four days, we extend the zonal wind profile well into the northern hemisphere. We report the first measurements of wind velocities at latitudes -13°, +19°, and northward of +43°, the first direct wind measurements near the equator, and the highest wind velocity seen yet on Uranus (+218 m/s). At northern mid-latitudes (+20° to +40°), the winds appear to have accelerated when compared to earlier HST and Keck observations; southern wind speeds (-20° to -43°) have not changed since Voyager measurements in 1986. The equator of Uranus exhibits a subtle wave structure, indicated by diffuse patches roughly every 30° in longitude. The largest discrete cloud features on Uranus show complex structure extending over tens of degrees, reminiscent of activity seen around Neptune's Great Dark Spot during the Voyager Encounter with that planet. There is no sign of a northern "polar collar" as is seen in the south, but a number of discrete features are seen at the appropriate latitudes; a northern collar may be in the early stages of development.
Introduction
As Uranus approaches its 2007 equinox, much of its northern 1 hemisphere is receiving insolation for the first time in years (even decades at some latitudes), providing the first opportunity to study this hemisphere with modern astronomical equipment, and to study this planetary atmosphere as it experiences conditions of rapidly changing radiation balance. As discussed in Hammel and Lockwood (2004) , Uranus appears to be undergoing significant seasonal change at multiple wavelengths. The observations presented here are part of a multiyear, multi-wavelength effort to characterize and understand these changes.
In this paper, we discuss near-infrared Adaptive Optics (AO) images of the Uranus system obtained in 2003. The AO system was optimized for planetary imaging (i.e., "closing the loop"
on an extended source), resulting in Strehl ratios of 0.5 and spatial resolutions ≤0.05" for most of the data. The observations are presented in §2. We focus here on analyses of the planet's atmosphere (see Gibbard et al., 2004 for ring and satellite observations). Zonal wind measurements are in §3, and a discussion of hemispheric symmetry (or lack thereof at present) is found in §4. Complex horizontal structures associated with the largest discrete features are detailed in §5, with a final summary in §6.
Observations
We obtained images of the 3.7-arcsec diameter disk of Uranus on 3-6 October 2003 at three wavelengths using the 10-m William M. Keck II telescope on Mauna Kea, Hawaii, with the NIRC2 camera 2 . Our typical spatial resolution was 0.045-0.051 arcseconds (about 700 km at Uranus) on nearby stars at all wavelengths (filter characteristics are given in Table 2 of Gibbard et al., 2004) . The atmospheric observations are summarized in Table 1 . On the first night, two sets of data were taken; on the other nights we obtained three sets of images. Figure 1 shows representative images from the sets, along with a schematic that identifies discrete features used to measure zonal wind velocities (see §3). Using the H-band images, which had the best S/N and smallest point-spread functions, we measured the discrete features' positions in pixel coordinates and then converted them to planetographic latitude and west longitude (defined such that the central meridian decreases with time) using an equatorial radius of 25559 km, oblateness of 0.023, pole positions a o = 257.311 and d o = -15.175 (Davies et al., 1996) , and the 17.24-hr radio rotation period (Ness et al., 1986; Warwick et al., 1986) . To define the planet center, we iteratively fit the illuminated limb of the planet on the basis of the brightness gradient near the limb. The accuracies of the codes for image navigation and feature position calculations have been verified by several independent groups (Hammel et al., 2001) . 
Zonal Winds of Uranus in 2003
In 2003, over three dozen features were seen in the H and J images, and 30 were seen on two or more nights (Fig. 1 , Table 2 ). In comparison, ten features were tracked during the entire Voyager Encounter (Smith et al., 1986) , five were tracked from Hubble Space Telescope (HST)
near-infrared imaging in 1997 (Karkoschka, 1998) , and thirteen trackable features were reported from other HST data taken over several years (Hammel et al., 2001) . The large number of measurable features in 2003 and their distribution across the most of the planet's visible disk permitted a complete characterization of the zonal wind profile from southern to northern midlatitudes (Fig. 2) . A major advantage of our 2003 wind profile is its internal consistency: no ambiguity is introduced by combining diverse data sets obtained over many years at differing wavelengths. 
Winds at Southern Latitudes
In the southern hemisphere, we see numerous features within the -43° to -50° band that has repeatedly shown many features (Smith et al., 1986; Karkoschka, 1998; Hammel et al., 2001 ).
These features (2003 ( -P, 2003 ( -B, 2003 ( -Q, 2003 ( -O, 2003 ( -AA, 2003 ( -M, 2003 ( -N, and 2003 appear in a hatched region in Fig. 2 and are shaded gray in Table 2 . As with earlier HST and Keck observations (Hammel et al., 2001) , the zonal velocities within these latitudes match those of Voyager features to within the measurement error.
The (Hammel et al., 2001) . We conclude that to within our ability to measure the positions of discrete features, the winds in the southern hemisphere have remained constant since the Voyager epoch.
Equatorial Winds
The only prior information about Uranus wind velocities within ±20° of the equator was a value inferred from the radio occultation experiment on Voyager 2, a velocity of -109 ± 42 m/s at -4.5° ± 2.5° (Lindal et al., 1987) . We report here the first direct zonal wind measurements on
Uranus at these latitudes.
In our Keck images, features in this latitudinal region fall into two categories: (1) The second category of equatorial features, i.e., those seen within ±2° of the equator of Uranus, are atypical of Uranus features in that they are rather large but faint and diffuse ("fuzzy patches"; see maps in Fig. 3 ). Their indistinct shape makes determining positions for them quite difficult, leading to large uncertainties in velocity. The velocities range from -28 to -78 m/s. To within their errors, the two slowest velocities are consistent with the Voyager equatorial velocity (Lindal et al., 1987) , but the bulk of the equatorial measurements-along with the rest of the observed velocities in 2003-suggests that the current equatorial wind speeds are likely faster that the value inferred by Lindal et al. (1987) .
Another intriguing aspect of these equatorial features is their relative position in longitude:
they are separated by roughly 30° or multiples thereof, and this spacing in constant over the four days of our observations (Fig. 4) . Based on (1) their non-standard appearance, (2) their regular, constant spacing, and (3) their roughly similar velocities, we suggest that these features are a manifestation of an equatorial wave. If one assumes that the spacing is regular at 30° (i.e., that the "missing" patches were simply too faint and diffuse to be recognized), this implies an N=12
pattern. (Godfrey, 1988) , thought to be an N=6 Rossby wave forced by a nearby anticyclone (Allison et al., 1990) ; and a latitudinal excursion of Neptune's dark band that was interpreted as an N=1 wave (Sromovsky et al. 2001) . However, propagating waves may also manifest themselves as variable cloud opacities or a periodic series of vortices. Studies at thermal wavelengths on Jupiter have revealed patterns of stratospheric features that move slowly with respect to the interior, typically within roughly 20° of the equator (Magalhães et al., 1989 (Magalhães et al., , 1990 Orton et al., 1991) ; IRIS data also showed waves on Saturn (Achterberg and Flasar, 1996) .
A search for wave manifestations in 5-µm imaging of Jupiter's troposphere yielded a number of plausible candidates (Harrington et al., 1996) . Our results would be the first identification of a global-scale atmospheric wave pattern on the planet Uranus.
Some models of convection in planetary interiors suggest a possible link between the dynamics of the (perhaps deep) interior with the stratosphere and upper troposphere via convective cells, which, if strong enough, could act as a forcing mechanism for waves (Hart et al. 1986a (Hart et al. , 1986b . Such models are attractive for Uranus because: (1) they are consistent with a pattern of waves that move slowly with respect to the interior, as these equatorial features appear to do, and (2) long-term observations have indeed shown tandem atmospheric changes over a significant fraction of the atmosphere, from the upper stratosphere down to tens of bars (Hammel and Lockwood 2004) . These models also predict coherent patterns of meridionally-aligned features on planetary scales. Such features have in fact been observed on Neptune: sporadically a "bright complex" of features has appeared and remain fixed in relative longitude over many degrees on latitude and many planetary rotations (Hammel et al., 1995 ; discussed further in Sromovsky et al., 2002) . They have not been seen on Uranus, but as the insolation and activity on Uranus become more Neptune-like, we may yet see examples of this class of atmospheric features.
Winds at Northern Latitudes
As of 2000, the northernmost feature tracked was at +41.6° latitude (Hammel et al., 2001 ).
We report here velocities for six features further north, extending the zonal wind profile up to We believe these changes are intrinsic to Uranus, rather than a processing artifact, for several reasons. First, we are using the same analysis techniques and tools used by Hammel et al. The older velocities at these latitudes "lagged" behind a simple reflection of the southern velocities into the north. This led to the speculation of an asymmetric wind profile (Karkoschka, 1998) , but a more northerly feature measured several years later appeared to fall directly on that reflected southern profile (feature 2001-1, latitude +41.6° ± 0.4°, velocity 152 ± 2 m/s), casting the asymmetric model into doubt (Hammel et al., 2001 ). These newer, faster velocities bring the northern mid-latitude profile closer to alignment with the reflected southern velocities.
Atmospheric Symmetry
Hammel and Lockwood (2004) showed that the long-term photometric record of Uranus was dominated by seasonal variation. They also demonstrated that prior to the last solstice, the northern hemisphere of Uranus must have been of comparable brightness to the southern hemisphere; i.e., an "asymmetric" Uranus was not consistent with the observed photometry (Hammel and Lockwood 2004 ). Yet all images to date have been asymmetric, showing no bright northern polar collar.
In Fig. 2 , we shaded the latitude ranges of both the existing southern polar collar, and the reflective range in the northern hemisphere (i.e., +43° to +50°). Comparison of these shaded regions with the images in Fig. 1 We speculate that the features seen between +43° and +50° are the nascent northern bright collar. As insolation continues to saturate these latitudes during the seasonal progression on Uranus, the cloud activity could become even more vigorous, resulting in many more bright features and streaks. Eventually such northern streaks could blend to form a bright collar as seen in the south, where only the very brightest feature 2003-C can be discerned individually at the collar's northernmost edge.
Detailed Feature Structure
The brightest features show remarkable details in their structure, more reminiscent of the (Fig. 3) . Similarly, Feature 2003-D has a strange curved shape (Fig. 3) , which persists over many rotations.
Readers are cautioned that the relative zonal velocities can often give rise to misleading appearances. For example, before one invokes a divine communication in the striking "cross" feature seen at northern latitudes on 4 Oct (third column of Fig. 1b) , one should inspect the earliest set of images on 5 October (first column of Fig. 1c) . 
Summary
We obtained a series of exquisite near-infrared images of Uranus using the Keck II 10-m telescope in October 2003. The myriad atmospheric details are stunning, and give a glimpse of a planetary atmosphere on the edge of equinox. We studied the zonal winds, the distribution of features and zonal brightness patterns, and are even able to study detailed structure associated with individual features.
We confirm the continued stability of the zonal wind pattern in the southern hemisphere. We report the first direct measurements of zonal winds in the equatorial region, and suggest that the Because of its severe obliquity (an axial tilt of 98°) Uranus experiences the most extreme insolation change of any major planet in our solar system, especially during the years surrounding its 2007 equinox. Whether the remarkable details and activity we see now will continue through to equinox, or whether yet more remarkable changes are in store for us as equinox passes, only time and continued observations will tell. Gray rows correspond to hatched areas in Fig. 2 . October UT. Each column represents one set of images. We show only one image per filter per set; typically three images were obtained at each wavelength (see Table 1 ). The top row is a schematic in which the tracked features are labeled (occasionally a feature can be seen that does not have a label; this indicates either it was seen only once or identification was ambiguous on other nights). The next three rows are J, H, and Kp, respectively. Note that the times are not always sequential from top to bottom. In most Kp images, the rings dominate the image, though features W, V, X, and Y are easily detected. The rings are also easily seen at H, and usually at J (see Gibbard et al. 2004 for further ring discussion). The fainter or more diffuse features are difficult to see in these stretches optimized for the full planet disk; we used stretches with greater contrast for feature measurement. Table 2; open symbols are past measurements from HST, Keck, and Voyager (see Table II (Allison et al. 1991) ; dotted -asymmetric model of Karkoschka (1998) ; thick solid -fit to overall data set (see §3). Table 2 (feature 2003-T is shown twice, the second time with 360° added). Measured points are marked with a plain asterisk; longitudes that were interpolated or extrapolated are marked with a boxed asterisk; the interpolation/extrapolation slope was the feature drift rate (°/day) used to calculate the velocities shown in Table 2 . Across
